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Hash 949 

Quote: “It is genetically impossible for a man to put a bra ON a woman.” – Dairy Queen 

 
 For the first Monday hash of the year we 
are rollin’ up deep into another of Semen 
on the Pew’s regions.  Semen has 
corrupted perfectly good hashers Hair 
Pppiippppiiii, Microsoft, and Pay Per 
View to hare in his token hashing 
neighborhood Brookland and Catholic 
University of America.       

 
The day started with gloom and overcast until the illustrious Vibrator and Puppy Pimp arrived with 
smiles that opened up the clouds and brought out the sun.  Sucks Cock for Crack offered me a Schlitz 
Malt Liquor at sign in.  I did not know whether to thank him or punch him.  I chugged the beer and 
became belligerent drunk.  Later I rabbit punched him on trail, thanks for the beer.    
 
Tittly Winks conducted the beginning circle.  We met our visitor International House of Vagina from 
the Carolina Trash Hash.  Back Snatch decided this was an opportune time for an environmental in plain 
view of spectators.  The newbie of the day were Just Lynn, Just Claire, and some guy doing the Pee Pee 
dance.  But he did not even know who made him come.   Yes, gents that is 2 to 1 odds!   
 
The trail traversed the neighborhoods of Brookland.  It was well marked, the correct distance, and not 
overly brutal.  MellowForeskinCheese had a moment of reminiscing while visiting his alma mater.  After 
I complemented Semen on the Pew for his well-made trail, he responded with an obligatory FUCK YOU!  
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1. Hail Mary Full of Jizz - (������������ “I put some 
function in these fun bags.”   

2. Anal Avenger  – (��	
��������) – “I want some fake 
boobs so I can touch them AND watch football, but I am 
waiting for the price to come down.” 

3. Microsoft - (����������	�) “…make a Left on Michigan 
Avenue to go to the hash.”  When he said “left” he meant 
Right.  However his attempt did not thwart the hash lushes.  



4. Just Lynn - (������
����) Some where one trail Just Lynn found a shower on trail and 
wow, she got wet.  Where is the hash flash in the moments of opportunity?   
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Return of the Hash Shit.  We had several worthy contenders to 
take the Hash Shit home as a parting gift.  The reigning 
Champion of the Hash Shit R-U-iN? symbolically added a bra to 
the assemblage of sin.  Four More Years! is always fun, but she 
had competition.  Contender number 1, Bright Lights Big 
Titties in an effort to vie for hash shit asked to borrow the bra 
because she had neglected to monitor hers.  Last I knew it was 
commandeered by Ritchie Cumminghand to use as a water 
balloon slingshot.  Bright Lights Big Titties tried on her new 
wardrobe with the apt… oopppps I mean inept assistance of 
Dairy Queen.  On the first attempt Monsieur DQ was unable to 
attach the bra within the allotted timeframe.  His pleas claimed 
the male “thumb and two finger release technique” can only be 
used for removal.  Attachment is an art only known to the 
brighter of the species.  In a quest for redemption he was asked 
to demonstrate his “thumb and two finger release technique.”  
We had been lied to.  That garment might as well have had a 
padlocked.  He even tried scissors to no avail.  Dairy Queen’s 
fumble and grope technique earned him the Hash Shit.    
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OnOn Test Tube Baby… 


